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Small Room Impulse Response Analysis

INTRODUCTION
The following is a short report on small room acoustics via analysis of IR (Impulse Response) data. Two control rooms, the
Behringer Eurodesk and the Tascam 3200, were tested using FuzzMeasure, a signal analysis software by
SuperMegaUltraGroovy. A 10 sec sine sweep is generated as an impulse signal sent out of the left and right speakers
independent of each other. This signal is repeated five times to achieve better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). A level of 85 to 90
peak dB is monitored for the impulse sweeps. Flat frequency response microphones, such as the AKG C414 and the
Behringer ECM8000 were used for this testing. Recorded data is then interpreted and compared using the software’s
frequency response, reverb time and waterfall plot graphs.

EURODESK CONTROL ROOM
Room & Recording Specs
DIMENSIONS: L=6.35m W= 3.8m H=2.51m
MIC SPECS: AKG C414 set to omni approx. positioned at ear height monitoring level

Figure 1 - frequency response of C414

Room Construction & Materials
• console/desk area on laminated floors
• laminated floor= approx. 60% of floor area; carpet= approx. 40% of floor area
• raised rear area with leather couch covering two thirds of the back wall
• small thin rug at the front of console
• padded walls and ceiling
• glass window covering 80% of the front wall
• overhanging beam on the ceiling horizontally divides the room in half
• barrier, half a meter tall, cuts diagonally across the middle of the room
• cupboards on the rear left flushed to the wall
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Figure 2 - Eurodesk left and right speaker frequency response data

LEFT

RIGHT

Frequency Response Analysis
• on average, right speaker IR is lower in level by approx. 3-5dB compared with the left speaker IR (Fig. 2)
• left speaker IR contain a significant modal node at 61Hz, which is in contrast to the right speaker IR which rises at 76Hz
and dips at around 110Hz
• both IRs present maximum pressure at about 234Hz and a dramatic nodal pressure in the mid range of 300Hz-1.5kHz
• both IRs also present slight dips at 3.3kHz and at 6.9kHz

Waterfall Plot Analysis
• resonant tails occurring for both IRs at approx. octave bandwidth 25Hz and 47Hz (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2)
• persistent resonance for left speaker IR at approx. octave bandwidth of 8kHz and 16kHz (Fig. 3.1)
• both IRs displaying bass to low mid frequency build up occurring up to 300Hz

Figure 3.1 - Eurodesk left speaker waterfall plot data
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Figure 3.2 - Eurodesk right speaker waterfall plot data

Eurodesk Control Room Summary
Room modes were calculated using Rayleigh’s equation on a spreadsheet template and found that the first two axial modes
occur at 27Hz and 47Hz which is consistent with the first two long decaying ridges found in the waterfall plot data in Figures
3.1 and 3.2. Convergent frequencies were also found to occur in the following frequency ranges:
• 86-94Hz occurring 5 times
• 135-147Hz occurring 13 times
• 151-168Hz occurring 15 times
• 180-212Hz occurring 32 times
• 217-252Hz occurring 40 times
• 259-300Hz occurring 50 times
These frequency ranges are consistent with the waterfall plot data (Figs 3.1 & 3.2). It can be assumed that the room has not
been adequately treated for low end resonances and may cause the mixer to mix relatively light bass frequencies due to low
end anti-nodal pressures occurring in the mix position.
It is also interesting to note that the frequency response graph of the AKG C414 (Fig. 1) seem to correspond with the
frequency response of the left and right IRs (Fig. 2) with dips at 2-5kHz and a slight rise at 10kHz. It can be assumed that the
mic may have had some influence on the recorded IR data.
The asymmetrical make-up of the room can be attributed to the differences in the frequency responses between the left and
right IRs (i.e. the diagonal barrier in the middle of the room and the cupboards on one side of the room). Audio engineer,
musician and author for EQ Magazine Ethan Winer (2004), suggests that “to maintain proper stereo imaging, a control room
must be perfectly symmetrical and must also avoid all early reflections”. Early reflections bouncing from the top surface of the
mixing console as well as the overhanging beam behind the mix position may be contributing to an excess of early
reflections at the mix position. The glass surface behind the monitors may also be a contributor to the higher frequency
resonances occurring at 8kHz and 16kHz.
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3200 CONTROL ROOM
Room & Recording Specs
DIMENSIONS: L=5.2m W= 3.3m H=2.64m
MIC SPECS: Behringer ECM8000 omni microphone positioned at ear height monitoring level

Figure 4 - frequency response of ECM8000

Room Construction & Materials
• monitors are not positioned in the centre of the room
• semi concave shape front and rear walls
• floor is made up of laminated boards and carpet on raised rear area
• back wall made up of padded walls
• black leather couch lining bottom third of back wall area
• semi-circular table in the middle of the room made of lacquered wood
• plasterboard side walls and plasterboard front concave wall above console area
• glass sliding door and regular wooden door make up some of the wall surface material

Frequency Response Analysis
• left and right IRs vary considerably with variations of approx. 4-6dB in level (Fig 5)
• left IR contain maximum pressure at 146Hz and a modal node at 322Hz but seem to flatten out from 700Hz onwards
• right IR corresponds with left IR and has an anti-nodal point at 146Hz but then behaves contrary from 322Hz onwards
• right IR present a dramatic nodal pressure in the higher mid range of 1.5kHz-8.9kHz
• both IRs present similar low pressure slopes at the extreme bass and higher frequencies especially the bass frequencies
from 20-40kHz which seems to indicate some filtering may be occuring
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Figure 5 - 3200 left and right speaker frequency response data

RIGHT
LEFT

Waterfall Plot Analysis
• waterfall plot graphs seem to indicate a much more resonant room than the Eurodesk (Fig 6.1 and 6.2)
• decay information seem to be broadband in nature with more pronounced troughs and ridges in both IRs
• most noticeable resonance occur at 175Hz for the left speaker (Fig 6.1) and 145kHz for the right speaker (Fig 6.2)
• as with the frequency response graph, bass frequencies from 20-40Hz seem to decay faster than frequencies above 40Hz

Figure 6.1 - 3200 left speaker waterfall plot data
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Figure 6.2 - 3200 right speaker waterfall plot data

Tascam 3200 Control Room Summary
Due to the odd non symmetrical shape of the 3200 control room, performing modal calculations would yield highly
inaccurate results. From the limited data given however, one can assume that the 3200 room seem to contain longer reverb
decay information as indicated by the left and right waterfall plots. According to acoustic engineers Suzuki and Toyoshima
(1986), having long reverb times in a control room environment may not be so ideal - “In control rooms, mixing engineers
care very much about ‘definition’ in monitored sound. This fact partly contributes to a trend that louder monitor levels are
preferred among mixing engineers. Excessive reverberation may cause a reduced definition and make it difficult to find
defects in monitored sound.”
Having the monitors positioned asymmetrically to one side of the room also create an uneven and irregular IR for the
separate speakers. As Winer (2004) suggests “For perfect symmetry, the left and right loudspeakers need to be the same
distance from their adjacent side wall, and both side walls should have the same type of surface and acoustic treatment.”
For these reasons the 3200 may present a less than ideal mixing environment and may need to be reconfigured.
As a comparative note, the frequency response graph of the ECM8000 (Fig 4) does not seem to have an impact on the IR
for the 3200, compared to the C414 used for the Eurodesk. This strongly indicate that the ECM8000 is probably a preferable
microphone to perform these kind of IR tests.
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CONCLUDING COMPARISONS

Figure 7.1 - Euro left speaker waterfall plot data

Figure 7.2 - 3200 left speaker waterfall plot data

The IRs of the two control rooms are almost in perfect contrast to one another. The Euro (Fig 7.1) seem to have too much
absorptive material that carves out any resonances in the mid frequency range but does not address the issue of bass
resonances in the 20-80Hz range, which is most likely caused by room modes. An issue of higher frequency resonances as
indicated by the ridges at 4kHz, 8kHz and 16kHz (which are approximately octave bandwidth apart), also need addressing
by way of diffusion. Mixes performed in this room may become muddy and undefined due to the modal resonances of low
frequencies and due to the lack of presence of mid-frequencies.
The 3200 (Fig 7.2) on the other hand is information rich in the mid frequencies, especially in the 200Hz-2kHz range but seem
to roll off the bass frequencies from 40Hz and below and the high frequencies from 10kHz and above. Mixes performed in
this control room may yield tracks that have overemphasised bass elements due to the apparent bass roll off. It might also
create highly sharp and sibilant sounding tracks due to the treble roll off. The mix may also come out quite dry because of
existing mid-frequency resonances giving a false impression of reverb in the mix. Materials with high absorptive coefficient
properties may need to be implemented to address these issues.
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